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“A Way to Paradise”: Pious Neoliberalism, Islam,
and Faith-Based Development
Mona Atia
Department of Geography, The George Washington University
Three faith-based development organizations (FBDOs) in Cairo and the popular religious star, Amr Khaled,
illustrate the melding of Islamic piety and neoliberal development. Together they produce a “pious neoliberalism”
that transforms both Islamic charity and neoliberalism as they narrate an Islamic solution to social problems. Their
narration links volunteerism, self-help rhetoric, and management science to piety. Focusing on three Islamic
development organizations, this study demonstrates how they promote financial investment, entrepreneurship,
and business skills as important components of religiosity. The combination of piety and neoliberal values
illustrates a new space of compatibility between neoliberalism and Islamism that changes both the spaces for and
impact of Islamic da’wa (preaching) in Cairo. FBDOs alter socioeconomic space in Cairo as they insert religiosity
into spaces previously seen as un-Islamic. The research contributes to our understanding of the compatibility
between religious and neoliberal values through an introduction to the concept of pious neoliberalism. It
contributes to our understanding of the changing role of FBDOs in the Middle East and the spatiality of such
transformations. Key Words: Egypt, faith-based development, Islam, neoliberalism, volunteerism.

Tres organizaciones de El Cairo para el desarrollo inspiradas en la fe (FBDO, acrónimo en inglés) y lo que hace
la popular estrella religiosa, Amr Khaled, son ilustrativas de la combinación de piedad islámica y desarrollo
neoliberal. Entre los dos producen un “neoliberalismo piadoso” que transforma tanto la caridad islámica como
el neoliberalismo, al proponer soluciones islámicas para los problemas sociales. Su narración conecta con la
piedad al voluntarismo, la retórica de auto-ayuda y la ciencia de la administración. Concentrándose en las tres
organizaciones islámicas para el desarrollo, este estudio muestra la manera como aquellas promueven la inversión
financiera, la actividad empresarial y las habilidades para los negocios como componentes importantes de la
religiosidad. La combinación de la piedad con los valores neoliberales ilustra un nuevo espacio de compatibilidad
entre el neoliberalismo y el islamismo que transforma los espacios para la da’wa (prédica) islámica y su impacto en
El Cairo. Las FBDOs alteran el espacio socioeconómico en El Cairo cuandoquiera que insertan religiosidad en espacios que anteriormente eran vistos como anti-islámicos. Esta investigación contribuye a nuestro entendimiento
de la compatibilidad entre valores religiosos y neoliberales al presentar el concepto de neoliberalismo piadoso.
Ello contribuye a nuestra comprensión del cambiante papel de las FBDOs en el Levante y de la espacialidad de
tales transformaciones. Palabras clave: Egipto, desarrollo basado en la fe, Islam, neoliberalismo, voluntarismo.

I

n 2008, Forbes Arabia magazine produced the first
“Da’wa Stars” list, in which they ranked Islamic
preachers based on their income.1 Amr Khaled, the
wildly popular Islamic televangelist, held the number
one slot with a 2007 income of $2.5 million. Khaled, no
stranger to lists, has also attracted the attention of Time

Magazine’s top 100 Pioneers and Heroes, Newsweek’s
top 50 Global Elite, and Foreign Policy’s top 20 public intellectuals list. More recently, Khaled has taken a
leading role in the world of Islamic reality television,
recruiting participants for his show Mujadidun (The Reformers), a competition to find the next generation of
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Pious Neoliberalism, Islam, and Faith-Based Development
da’wa stars to promote an Islamic approach to faithbased development. The winner will receive 100,000
euros to start her own development project.2
Khaled, the most well-known participant in a
transnational Islamic revival and development effort
in the Middle East, calls on Muslims to become pious
and entrepreneurial subjects. Khaled is specifically concerned with bringing faith into the development project
and his approach to religion embodies what I term pious neoliberalism, the discursive combination of religion
and economic rationale in a manner that encourages
individuals to be proactive and entrepreneurial in the
interest of furthering their relationship with God. I offer the term pious neoliberalism to explain the melding
of religiosity and neoliberalism, a pattern that departs
from prevailing readings of both phenomena as being
in competition with one another or as having contradictory values in the contemporary era. On the one
hand, coupling religion and neoliberalism in this way
undermines the development and modernity narrative
that states that the market economy, secularism, and
democracy necessarily go hand in hand. On the other,
it undermines a reading of the rise of religiosity as an
alternative to neoliberalism.
The objective of the article is to analyze faith-based
development organizations (FBDOs) as key players in
understanding the intersection of religion and neoliberalism. The organizations featured couple self-help and
management science rhetoric with religion in their
quest to participate in the development process in
Egypt. These organizations and Khaled both put forth a
narrative of Islam that is in synch with neoliberal development ideology and yet wedded to religiosity. These
FBDOs in Egypt contribute to a shift in the spaces for
religious activity in Cairo, illustrating an important way
in which religion is contributing to sociospatial change.
I begin with a discussion of the geography of neoliberalism, followed by a discussion of FBDOs. The term
pious neoliberalism provides a bridge between these two
literatures to further our understanding of how religion
and neoliberalism coalesce. Within the Egyptian neoliberal context, a recent surge in both the scale and
impact of Islamic da’wa (often referred to as preaching)
is part of an Islamic revival with spatial ramifications.
FBDOs are part of a broader spatial shift that has moved
da’wa beyond the space of the mosque and into other
everyday spaces. The religious star Amr Khaled is the
most prominent character whose language is demonstrative of a neoliberal Islam. His lectures exemplify
how he uses management science and self-help rhetoric
to promote entrepreneurial activities as religious, with
an emphasis on the role that voluntary work plays in
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the enactment of these roles. Three organizations then
illustrate how piety becomes directly linked to volunteerism through faith-based development (FBD) initiatives. Combined, the language espoused by Khaled and
the acts performed by the FBDOs demonstrate the work
of pious neoliberalism. By examining a geographically
specific iteration of neoliberalism that highlights the
compatibility between Western and Islamic logics, the
article contributes to our understanding of the intersection of religion and economy, as piety and neoliberalism
intermingle.

Geography of Neoliberalism
Neoliberalism has become an enduring member
of the geographic lexicon. In response to numerous
recent critiques, prominent geographers have called
for more specific, empirically based inquiries into “actually existing neoliberalism” (Brenner and Theodore
2002)—studies that instead of positing neoliberalism
as a coherent system, pay attention to the varieties and
particularities of neoliberalism, including its hybrid
formations and variances across place and time (Larner
2000, 2003; Peck and Tickell 2002; Hart 2008). Geographers have always argued that neoliberalism is neither
“monolithic in form, nor universal in effect” (Peck and
Tickell 2002). Recent accounts (Leitner, Peck, and
Sheppard 2007; Lewis 2009) counter totalizing and topdown metanarratives by providing their own variegated
assemblage of multiple, contingent neoliberalism.
Neoliberalism is not a seamless, state-orchestrated
process and I concur with the need for more nuanced,
empirical, and context-specific readings of the messiness and multiplicity of neoliberalism. Examining the
spaces, techniques, and subjects of neoliberalism identifies its fissures and multiplicities while furthering understanding of how neoliberalism plays out differently in
different places. I worry, however, that in the attempt to
“imagine and enact better futures by developing alternative political projects within neoliberal frames,” Lewis
(2009, 113) and others “contesting neoliberalism” produce a new false dichotomy: Either neoliberalism is a
coherent metanarrative or its iterative forms are alternatives to neoliberalism (see also critiques by Larner
and Craig 2005; Castree 2006). Analyzing these empirical studies in dichotomous terms hides the contradictions and contingencies within neoliberalism. Not
everything is either a direct replication or an alternative.
I emphasize the contradictory tendencies within neoliberalism and the way neoliberalism is contingent
on and interacts with other political projects. In
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particular the tendency to read anything Islamic as
somehow “counter” or “alternative” is deeply problematic (e.g., Tyndale 2006; Hefferan, Adkins, and Occhipinti 2009). Yet this way of theorizing Islam is frequently
replicated in academic and popular literature alike. We
should not assume a priori that Islam is somehow unique
or different; instead, we should grasp how it can help us
to theorize neoliberalism’s multiplicities and nuanced
contingencies as so many geographers have advocated.
Some FBDOs are melding Islamism and neoliberalism
as political projects in wholly new ways that leave neither intact. Neoliberal ways of thinking become the
status quo through contingent, contested, and contextspecific processes (Peck, Theodore, and Brenner 2010)
that enable neoliberalism to become rooted in specific
places, cultures, and times (Rankin 2003).
I use the term neoliberalism as both policy and governmentality (Larner 2000). In terms of policy, the pursuit
of a neoliberal economic development agenda (deregulation, marketization, privatization) has transformed
not only the Egyptian economy but also the principles
driving the third/voluntary sector. Neoliberal policies
were tested in the Global South as part of development
policies and then implemented as welfare reform in
the United States and United Kingdom (Peck 2001,
2004; Peck and Tickell 2002; Larner 2003; Harvey
2005; Walker et al. 2008). As governments circumscribe their roles in the wake of welfare restructuring,
they download public service provision to the voluntary
sector. Responsibilization, or the shifting of responsibility from the state to the individual, “often goes hand
in hand with new or intensified invocations of ‘community’ as a sector” (Hart 2004, 92). Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), including private-sector and
third-sector not-for-profit initiatives, are now the premier providers of social services (Conradson 2008).
Voluntary organizations, and in many cases FBDOs,
are a crucial part of “roll-out neoliberalism” (Peck and
Tickell 2002). Many geographers have analyzed voluntary sector cooptation, including increased accountability regimes for voluntary organizations (Wolch 1990;
Smith and Lipsky 1993; Salamon and Anheier 1996;
Fyfe and Milligan 2003; Larner and Craig 2005; Owens
and Kearns 2006). Although neoliberal policies are
built on notions of individual responsibility and selfsustenance, they also rely on communities to take over
roles previously designated to the state (Greiger and
Wolch 1986; Cheshire and Lawrence 2005). Faithbased organizations (FBOs) form a large segment of
the voluntary sector (Beaumont 2008; Conradson 2008;
Jamoul and Wills 2008; Lunn 2009) and factors associ-
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ated with neoliberalism have assumed great significance
to NGOs, as their funding, in particular, becomes subject to shorter projects and greater scrutiny (Mohan
2002; Bebbington 2004).

Faith-Based Organizations and Neoliberal
Development
Over the past two decades, FBOs gained even more
prominence as a result of legislation (e.g., the 1996
Welfare Reform Act/2001 Faith-Based Community
Initiatives Act in the United States), an expanding
international network of FBOs, and the recognition
by development entities like the World Bank that
FBOs are better connected to the poor than are their
secular counterparts (Berger 2003; Clarke 2006).3 The
proliferation of FBOs is a global phenomenon: “In
‘developed’ and ‘developing’ countries alike, FBOs
expanded and proliferated as a result of economic
neo-liberalism as the faithful responded to growing
poverty, inequality and social exclusion” (Clarke 2006,
837). FBOs limit and denote who the deserving poor
are but use religious institutions and pious volunteers to
deliver social services coupled with a particular moral
objective (Ebaugh, Chafetz, and Pipes 2005). Although
FBOs have been involved in charity, relief, and social
service provision for decades before the concept of
development even existed, the secular bias within
academia and development studies has hindered the
study of religion and development (Tyndale 2006; Lunn
2009).4
Empirical studies of FBOs in the Global South,
specifically Latin America and Africa, have pointed
to the underresearched and poorly analyzed role of
FBOs in the development process (Selinger 2004;
Bornstein 2005; Hefferan 2007; Clark and Jennings
2008; Hefferan, Adkins, and Occhipinti 2009; Lunn
2009). Geographical studies analyzing FBOs tend to
address Christian-oriented organizations or Western
contexts (Beaumont 2004, 2007; Hackworth 2007).
The broader literature on FBDOs is focused on
Christian organizations and rarely extends beyond
Africa (Belshaw, Calderisi, and Sugden 2001; Hope
and Timmel 2003; Bornstein, 2005) or Latin America
(Olson 2008; Wilson 2008; Hefferan, Adkins and
Occhipinti 2009).5 Although the positions that
specific FBOs take in relation to neoliberal practices
vary across space and time, the work of FBOs and
their varying relations to neoliberalism remain poorly
understood.

Pious Neoliberalism, Islam, and Faith-Based Development
The rising importance of the FBO is deeply intertwined with the growth of other political projects, including neoliberalism. In Egypt, FBDOs adapt Islamic
principles of charity to promote neoliberal practices like
financial investment, entrepreneurship, self-help strategies, and management science. I highlight the spaces
of compatibility or intersection between neoliberalism
and religion, rather than read FBDO as a counter or
antidote to globalization, modernity, or neoliberalism.
There is a dialectic relationship between religion and
neoliberal development. Development is influencing
FBOs, and religious values are affirmed, modified, or
transformed through development practices (Beaumont
2008; Olson 2008).6
As FBOs have become embedded in the web of actors
involved in governance (Watts 2003), the distinction
between civil society and the state is blurred and notions of morality have become inextricably linked with
governing (Dean 1999). With a move away from statecentered models of social service provision and a turn
toward the market economy, self-government and selfregulation become pronounced. Individuals are cultivated as entrepreneurial subjects since the logic of the
market economy extends into all aspects of social relations and individuals become the entrepreneurs of
themselves (Foucault 1991; Rose 1999). Voluntary organizations provide a link between the juridical and
the economic, as they become an essential site for the
cultivation of individual subjects (Gordon 1991). FBOs
play a crucial role in governing, in terms both of social
service provision and of governing oneself. The project
of development encourages NGOs to become involved
in microenterprise, microfinance, and vocational training for the poor as opposed to providing handouts or
direct social services (Elyachar 2005). Although neoliberal development has been the mantra of secular aidbased projects for decades now, it is a new trend among
Egypt’s religious associations, which until recently
have been wedded to a direct aid driven aid model
(Figure 1).

Pious Neoliberalism
The term pious neoliberalism is a distinct variant,
highlighting the multiple and contradictory aspects
of neoliberalism rather than collapsing them. The
case studies that follow exemplify the cultivation of
neoliberal subjects who work toward individualism,
self-improvement, productivity, and entrepreneurship.
These subjects are not victims of neoliberalism; they
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are actively engaged in making and scripting a pious
neoliberalism by drawing on a globalized religious discourse of volunteerism and faith and combining it with
widespread individualism and entrepreneurship. They
value science, efficiency, wealth, and accountability.
They are also religious subjects, seeing religiosity as a
necessary component of self-actualization. They work
first individually and then collectively to cultivate unyielding faith in and obedience to God and his order,
as well as proper performance of prayers, giving of zakat/sadaqa, fixed gender roles, the avoidance of sin, and
observance of modesty. They are driven by faith and
a belief that their good deeds will be rewarded in the
hereafter. Pious neoliberal subjects, then, are driven
toward material success in the present life and spiritual
success in the afterlife. Neoliberalism works through another political project, Islamism. Islamic development
projects, rather than act as an alternative to neoliberal development, breed values that intersect with neoliberal values, transforming both in subtle ways. Pious
neoliberalism connotes the iterations of neoliberalism
within religion, Islamic, Evangelical, or otherwise.
Scholars have begun to theorize the spaces of compatibility between Islam and neoliberalism. The formation of an “Islamic neoliberal” ethic (Gökarıksel
and Secor 2009), or “Islamic neoliberal assemblage”
(Karaman 2010), speaks to the adaptation and transformation of neoliberal capitalism in Istanbul. Rudnyckyj
(2009a, 2009b), Osella and Osella (2009), and Zaied
(2008) in turn analyzed the Indonesian “spiritual economy,” Indian Muslim entrepreneurship, and the profitability of preaching as part of the merging of Islam
and neoliberalism. The patterns and processes involved
in Islamic neoliberalism are not unique to Islam but
are indicative of a particular combination of religion
and economic rationality—pious neoliberalism—in the
contemporary moment.7
Theorizing neoliberalism not as something imposed
from above but as something produced involves studying the assemblage of practices, techniques, spaces, and
subjects involved in governing, otherwise known as neoliberal governmentality (Ferguson and Gupta 2002; K.
Mitchell 2006; Sharma 2006). Foucault suggested that
one way of understanding subjectivity is to examine the
government of the self and its relations with others, including spiritual direction and prescriptions of models
for living (Burchell 1996).
This study is the first to examine the melding of
religion and economy through the lens of Islamic development. It is not simply a top-down set of policies
imposed on people; rather, neoliberalism works through
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Figure 1. Islamic charities feeding the poor during the holy month of Ramadan. (Color figure available online.)

specific sites as well as techniques and practices of governance that operate on individual subjects (Foucault
1991; Burchell 1996; Rose 1996; Larner 2000; Lemke
2001).

Methodology and Case Selection
My findings are based on one year of fieldwork, including seventy-five interviews conducted in Cairo,
Egypt, from 26 December 2005 to 18 December 2006.8
My broader study examined fifteen organizations categorized as (1) charities, (2) hybrid entities, or (3)
FBDOs (Figure 2). The three organizations discussed
in this article come solely from the category of FBDOs. My insights on the organizations discussed here
come from personal interviews with the organizations’
founders and leaders.9
Khaled, through his Life Makers program, has
inspired a broad movement of FBDOs that stretches far

beyond Cairo. The founders of the organizations discussed here enact the precise kinds of projects Khaled
espouses in his lectures. Khaled is far from the sole impetus for these organizations; however, several informants
did mention Khaled as a key inspiration for their foray
into FBD. Both the language used by the leaders and the
language of Khaled’s Life Makers movement are part
of a new discourse that emphasizes the compatibility
of religion and neoliberal ways of thinking and being.
The Life Makers movement exemplifies the attitudes
and motivations of numerous FBDOs in Egypt and
across the Middle East. Khaled is an important figure
in the growth of FBDO writ large, but he does not have
an explicit connection to the organizations. Rather, he
and these organizations together constitute the milieu
within which pious neoliberalism emerges; the projects
implemented by these organizations constitute pious
neoliberalism in various ways. FBD as described by
Khaled, and as implemented by these organizations,

Pious Neoliberalism, Islam, and Faith-Based Development
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Figure 2. Map of Islamic charity and development organizations in Cairo. (Color figure available online.)

promotes volunteerism, industrial development, human development, and a much broader definition of
piety than charitable organizations in Egypt.
There is a strong semblance between the ideology
espoused by Khaled and that of many young FBDO
leaders interviewed. I draw attention to the processes of
subject formation invoked through Khaled’s program by
tracing “those practices that try to shape, sculpt, mobilize and work through the choices, desires, aspirations,
needs, wants and lifestyles of individuals and groups”
(Dean 1999, 12). The examples demonstrate how individual acts of piety become acts of polity (Bayat 2007).
Many journalists hypothesize that Khaled’s popularity
and iconic status for Islamism in Egypt led the Egyptian
government to perceive of him as a security risk. Khaled
left Egypt for the United Kingdom out of a proclaimed
fear of persecution in 2002, but his Web site, television

shows, and cassette tapes continue to circulate widely
and have left a profound mark on FBD in Egypt. The
Khaled phenomenon has opened up a space for numerous other pop-preachers like Mustafa Hosni, Moez
Masoud, and Khaled al-Gendy (Zaied 2008). Despite
the influence of Khaled on the growth of public Islam
and the attention of the media, little scholarly work has
examined the effects of Khaled’s Life Makers program
on development or volunteerism.10

Cairo’s Pious Neoliberal Landscape and
the Spaces of Islamism
Over the past three decades, Egypt has undergone an
extensive array of neoliberal economic reforms marked
by the usual components of structural adjustment
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including the devaluing of currency, lowering of deficits,
privatization of state industries, elimination of subsidies, and the shrinking of the welfare state (Zetter and
Hamza 2004). These changes encompass a pro-business,
consumption-driven economy focused on drawing in international investment, promoting unregulated markets
and unfettered competition, and extending market logics into all components of social life. It has entailed decreased funding for nationalized health care, education,
subsidies, and pensions as “all aspects of social behaviour
are now reconceptualized along economic lines” (Rose
1999, 141).
The landscape of Cairo is marked by the development of gated communities (T. Mitchell 2002; Denis
2006), large shopping malls (Abaza 2006), and upscale
cafes (De Koning 2006) scattered in and around Cairo.
Although Cairo has developed a cosmopolitan face,
the seven-story shopping malls, the Wi-Fi cafes, and
sparkling display cases are only enjoyed by elites, many
of whom made their money during the past two and half
decades of privatization. Cairo has become increasingly
polarized, with lavish displays of wealth present literally
on the same streets as extreme poverty. The majority of
Cairenes’ lives are negatively affected by the rising cost
of living, the starved welfare state, and the privatization
of social care. The poor increasingly rely on NGOs, and
particularly Islamic ones, to provide them with social
assistance through monetary aid, medical care, and the
direct provision of other social services (Sullivan 1994;
Bayat 2002; Clark 2004). With 90 percent of Egypt’s
population being Muslim, and the vast majority of religious NGOs being Islamic, Islamic NGOs have taken
a premier role in providing social services to those who
cannot afford private services (Clark 2004; Chiffoleau
2005). The increasing divide between the rich and the
poor, a stagnant economy, and years of political oppression have left the majority of Egyptians unable to
survive on government salaries, uncompetitive in the
global marketplace, and disgruntled with their government.11
These developments have produced a new social geography in Cairo that combines visible markers of an
Islamic revival with icons of the neoliberal city (Figure 3). Across neighborhoods of various classes, Islam
has reemerged as a prominent feature of public discourse in Egypt, and many scholars have documented
the Islamization of Egyptian social space and daily life,
whether through the spread of Islamic dress, the media, or religious acts (Gaffney 1994; Wise 2003; AbuLughod 2005, 2006; Mahmood 2005; Hirschkind 2006;
Schielke 2008).
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The Islamic revival has also been incorporated into
the symbolic landscape of Cairo, via the numerous public preachers, the proliferation of mosques, and a resurgence of Islamic charities, NGOs, and FBDOs. Islamism
has moved into everyday spaces, and the rise of pious
neoliberalism has created somewhat contradictory images. For example, although there is a marked increase
in the number of veiled women in Cairo, there is also a
rise in provocative veiling fashion and a visible increase
in the number of unaccompanied young couples drinking lattes and going to the cinema. Patrons at City Stars
Mall are greeted with Santa Claus and Christmas trees
during the holiday season and yet are invited to pray in
the ground-floor mosque. Outside the American-style
food court sits a Resala table, soliciting volunteers and
donations.
The rise of Islamism is in some ways both a response
to and a product of neoliberalism. Michael Watts
reads Islamism as a response to the crisis in the secular
nationalist development project, which he described
as the austerity policies and neoliberal reforms that
“pulverized already crippled Middle East and West
Asian states, throwing millions into poverty and further
eviscerating state services and welfare provisions (in
which Muslim civic organizations came to play an
enormous role as the state contracted and withdrew)”
(Watts 2003, 4). The Mubarak regime allowed Islamists
to provide services as a shadow state yet subjected them
and any organized group (including virtually all NGOs)
to severe state surveillance. Draconian government
policies legitimated by the war on terror and thirty
years of emergency law restricted the activities of
NGOs, particularly Islamic ones. The organizations
discussed in this article all spoke of this; however,
because of their size and generally neutral relations
with the Ministry of Social Solidarity, they were not
subject to the same level of scrutiny or government
suspicion as the Muslim Brotherhood (MB).
The FBDOs discussed in this article also differ
from other Islamist groups in a few important ways.
First, their main focus is on development rather than
political parties. The MB is a banned political party
that has historically appealed to the lower and middle
class for whom cosmopolitan Cairo is perceived of as a
threat to Islamic society. The often Western-educated
upper class followers of Amr Khaled have also turned
to Islam for answers. As these groups aim to attract
upper-middle-class youth to volunteer, their definitions
of religious practices have broadened. In addition, they
embrace the West, literally and figuratively, and are
not offering an alternative to Western development.

Pious Neoliberalism, Islam, and Faith-Based Development
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Figure 3. City Stars Mall, the largest shopping complex in Egypt. (Color figure available online.)

Many work in multinational corporations, speak fluent
English, and have traveled abroad extensively. These
Khaled followers look to Cairo’s gated communities and
extravagant shopping malls as markers of Egypt’s modernization as well as beacons of what will bring success
to those less fortunate than them. These pious neoliberals forge their own narrative of progress, blending an
economic development agenda focused on efficiency
and productivity with what they see as Islamic social
values. They use zakat12 and sadaqa to fund development
projects rather than as a form of charity, a move that
requires a more fluid vision of Islam. Rather than draw
on discourses of social justice and equity, their narration
draws on self-help and management science. One thing
the Islamists all have in common is their attention to
da’wa.
Da’wa literally means call or invitation and refers to
the practice of urging others toward Islam and an “Is-

lamic lifestyle” as well as promoting public piety. A da’iy
is one who implements da’wa—traditionally this was a
Quranic recitation leader or teacher in a mosque, but in
the contemporary era the number of self-proclaimed religious authorities has multiplied. Islamic NGOs are “a
form of putting da’wa into practice” (Clark 2004, 14).
Although conceivably all Islamists are engaging in some
form of da’wa, a particular type of da’wa has emerged
as a result of the proliferation of popular da’iya such as
Amr Khaled. These new da’iy are concerned with public morality and sociability (Gaffney 1994). Asef Bayat
has called this a shift from traditionalist “Islamist polity
to personal piety and ethics” (Bayat 2002). Da’wa involves much more than preaching and can encompass
any activity performed with the intention of integrating
Islam more fully into society.
Volunteerism as a form of da’wa has gained momentum. Egyptian youth (in particular) often participate
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in charitable associations as an act or expression of
piety. Along with giving to the poor, the vast majority
of Islamic charities are engaged in da’wa work. Islamic
NGOs have played a critical role in facilitating the
growth of the da’wa movement and in response to the
growth of da’wa, the state has attempted to regulate
the activity. The blurring between da’wa and other
components of everyday life makes this regulation of
da’wa activity increasingly difficult. The growth of
da’wa and its insertion into spaces formerly seen as unIslamic have contributed to the new social geography of
Cairo.
The proliferation in the number of da’iy gives da’wa
activities a new spatiality. Da’wa work is no longer
limited to the mosque; individuals give advice in everyday spaces, from the metro to a gym or dinner party.
Da’wa can traverse space and time because “da’wa is
constituted whenever and wherever individuals enter
into that form of discourse geared towards upholding
or improving the moral condition of the collective”
(Hirschkind 2006, 116). Although much of the da’wa
movement is occurring online (Et-Tahawy 2008), it also
occurs in material spaces. Formally, da’wa activities are
concentrated in mosques and religious associations, but
informally, da’wa activity has expanded to street corners, cafes, parties, and even gyms, making it a part of everyday Egyptian life. Historically, Islamic charities have
been based in upper-middle-class neighborhoods that
fund them, such as Mohandiseen, Heliopolis, or Nasr
City. Many of the organizations I visited were physically
located in buildings adjacent to the historically important mosques, which allowed them to take advantage
of existing networks and save costs. The younger and
less established FBDOs have changed the spatial distribution of services, moving into working-class neighborhoods with mobile vans to bring services to those in
need rather than making the poor come to them. The
profusion of youth volunteerism in organizations like
Resala has brought middle-class youth into lower class
neighborhoods they might have never visited before.
These organizations are engaged in active place-making
that results in a differentiated spatial division of organizations. They have formed clusters or nodes around
historically important sites for charity work while
spreading spatially across the city to reach those most
in need. They have taken da’wa activity out of its formal parameters and into everyday spaces like sporting
clubs and shopping malls as part of the da’wa message
that Islam is compatible with a Western-influenced,
consumption-driven lifestyle. Amr Khaled preaches
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a similar message, and the next section analyzes his
narration of the compatibility between Islamism and
neoliberalism.

Life Makers, FBD, and the Making of
Responsible Subjects
A gifted public speaker, Amr Khaled preaches in
colloquial Arabic and Egyptian slang, coupling motivational speeches mired with emotional stories of
Prophet Mohammed with a participatory call-andresponse model. His Web site is the third most popular Arabic site in the Middle East, and in 2005 it
got more hits worldwide than Oprah Winfrey’s site
(Shapiro 2006).13 He is known as “the cool preacher,
the Islamist in jeans who knows how to talk to young
people in a language they understand” (Atia 2005).
Khaled articulates the ethos of a pious neoliberal; his
success lies in how seamlessly he blends religion, selfhelp, and management training. He particularly appeals to the well-to-do Egyptians who desire a spiritual
and fulfilling life that does not shun materialism and
consumerism. For Khaled and his followers, the best
model of success is capitalism melded with Islamic social
values.
Khaled, calling his project faith-based development,
stated in an interview, “The first piece of the puzzle I am
completing was faith; after that I moved onto development.” In a series of forty-six lectures and a movement
he calls Life Makers, Khaled outlines the steps, skills,
and benchmarks for creating a nahda or revival.14 The
main objective of Life Makers is to encourage people to
be productive, useful, and influential individuals and to
have effective and beneficial roles in serving their country. Khaled promotes a parallel focus on personal piety
and volunteerism: “We must never forget the part of
faith and worship while carrying out a practical project.
We must seek help by praying, fasting and worshiping alongside every voluntary work we do” (Khaled LM
35). Khaled focuses on individual subjecthood and an
individual’s role in society, shifting seamlessly between
responsibility to oneself, to the nation, and foremost to
God. This scaling of responsibility emerges in his definition of life makers as “selfless people who are concerned
about the welfare of their countries. . . . People toiling,
not for their own good, but for Allah (SWT) and their
religion” (Khaled LM 1).
Khaled’s FBD movement is focused on
productivity and efficiency. The goals of the Life
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Makers program are “1. Creating a generation that has
a useful, effective and dynamic role in their communities. 2. Instilling hope and optimism among the youth.
3. Increasing our perseverance in Allah’s path and in
resisting sin” (Khaled LM 3). The Life Makers plan of
action includes two stages: The first is “implanting in
oneself the value of success,” which includes belonging
to Islam, feeling responsible, being positive, being
diligent and exerting effort, realizing the value of
time, possessing intellectual depth, seeking excellence,
safekeeping resources, appreciating art and beauty, and
having a goal in life. The second, “instilling confidence
in oneself,” includes having willpower; discovering
talents, innovation, and creativity; organized thinking,
realizing the value of knowledge and work; having
initiative, examples, and models; setting priorities;
social intelligence and the art of communication;
overcoming challenges and perseverance; and planning
and acquiring a clear vision (Khaled LM 3). He asks,
“How can we change the whole twenty-four hours into
profit and energy? How can we invest the twenty-four
hours in the best way?” His answer is by participating
in the “fruitful week,” which includes working productively every day, worshiping more than the minimum,
daily fitness, and socializing.15 Khaled’s emphasis
on productive time resonates with Weber’s (1992)
considerations on time: “Waste of time is thus the first
and in principle the deadliest of sins. . . . Loss of time
through sociability, idle talk, luxury, even more sleep
than is necessary for health, six to at most eight hours,
is worthy of absolute moral condemnation” (158).
Khaled admires the West for its advances in literacy,
scientific research, and industrial ethics, as well as the
ability to cultivate educated and focused subjects. His
speeches cite statistics including the United Nations
Development Program indexes and figures that compare the Arab world with the West.16 On the other
hand, he claims the need to turn to Islam for the Muslim world to have its own renaissance: “We do not want
to lead a life like those living in the West. They have
immense problems and the material lives they are leading have taken the best out of them. The best model
is the Muslim model, if it is put into practice properly”
(Khaled LM 1).
Through an emphasis on entrepreneurship, Khaled
presents the “dreams of achievement” in science and in
industry and the importance of microenterprise, artisan
crafts, and industrial development as the path to prosperity and a means of gaining access to heaven. Khaled
also encourages youth to be proactive and productive
consumers. He says:
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when you think of something good that could be done and
you are able to do it, then you do it yourself without even
mentioning it to anyone . . . the garbage in the streets. Get
rid of it yourself. The pothole in front of your house. Fill it
yourself . . . at your college if the laboratory is lacking some
instruments, collect some money from your colleagues and
buy those instruments. . . . Making use of every minute of
your life. (Khaled LM 4)

In an effort to explain how to be productive, Khaled
gives examples of what he sees as models of success: university students changing old prayer mats at the college
mosque with new ones at their own expense or repairing
the facilities on campus, painting their campus, making visits to the elderly, and an engineer who opened
a training center (Khaled LM 7). Testimonials demonstrate the benefits of participating in Life Makers: “My
friends and I started to think of a project that will benefit Islam and our communities . . . I gained increased
self-confidence, new management skills and a feeling of
responsibility” (Khaled LM 13).
Khaled has had an immense effect on Egyptian religious life that has very visible manifestations, from
inspiring numerous (particularly upper class) women
to veil to the far less noted growth of FBD initiatives.
Khaled inspired the establishment of several organizations both within larger NGOs and across college
campuses but, more important, he embodies pious neoliberal subjectivity, and his language illustrates the way
Islam is being narrated in relation to neoliberalism. To
understand how pious neoliberalism has unfolded on
the ground, I turn to the discourse and actions of three
FBDOs. The first organization, Resala, focuses on volunteerism and is the fastest growing Islamic organization in
Egypt. In just seven years Resala has established nearly
thirty branches, with offices in almost every Egyptian
governorate.

Resala: Inspiring Volunteerism
Resala, which means “message” in Arabic, was
started in 1999 by a group of student activists from
the College of Engineering at Cairo University. The
group began by performing community service around
campus, but in December 2000, one of the organizers’
relatives offered to donate a piece of land in the Faisal
neighborhood of Cairo on the condition that they
make the ground floor a mosque and have a project
up and running within three years. The students did
a feasibility study and found out that the building
they envisioned would cost 200,000 LE to build.17
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They fundraised extensively and got a building up
in nine months with an actual value of 750,000 LE
(mostly from in-kind donations). The main project
was a medical center with examination and treatment
services. They also have an orphanage in Maadi and
are building a hospital. They need 21 million LE to
finish the project, but it will cover the full range of
specializations and enable patients to have surgery in
their facilities. Despite its charity-like functions, I considered the organization to be developmental because it
invokes several new techniques in its charitable work.
For example, volunteerism lies at the heart of the
organizational structure, which has a paid staff of only
thirty employees and more than 40,000 volunteers. Dr.
Sherif, the man largely behind the organization’s success, is a visionary leader and role model. Twice a week
he parades around Resala’s offices delivering recruitment
speeches to groups of potential volunteers. One evening
I heard him present the rewards of volunteerism to a full
house of potential recruits:
Ask yourself, what did you do in the service of the nation? Islam is about helping people, caring about others
through social solidarity. Volunteers are actually the ones
who gain the most of all. What better way to build yourself a house in heaven? It is the poor who allow us to go
to heaven . . . how much do you trust in the rewards of volunteerism? In the afterlife, and the current life, the rewards
are endless. . . . You will gain success. You will gain happiness! Feelings of usefulness and self-satisfaction! Respect,
people’s love! . . . Lots of people who donate their time increase their salaries afterwards from the connections they
make. . . . Your good deeds are returned to you . . . you can
give, money, efforts, anything. And if you don’t have either, come and we’ll help you. (Dr. Sherif, public speech,
24 August 2006, italics added)

Resala calls attention to the rewards of volunteerism (usefulness, success, satisfaction, social networks, salaries, etc.) and links the rewards of volunteerism in the current life to rewards in the hereafter
(your good deeds will be returned to you). Individuals
can volunteer in the interest of furthering their relationship to God, but material benefits are equally motivating. Linking material and spiritual benefits is one of
the hallmarks of pious neoliberalism.
Dr. Sherif shares Khaled’s attitude toward productivity, necessary skills, and the motivations for charitable
work. He also speaks a similar language, combining a
very polished and professional look and speaking in sophisticated language that emphasizes religion. Religion
was not just mentioned in the recruitment speeches but
was also infused into the organizational structure. Re-
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cruitment sessions were timed to allow evening prayers
in the ground-floor mosque and all of the women I met
in Resala wore the veil. Dr. Sherif told me about his
time living in Kingston, Ontario, Canada, where he,
like Khaled, took some inspiration from the West. He
said:

I had a real awe of the volunteerism and charitable work
in the West, the size, and the extent is amazing. I made
lots of comparisons between the West and here, and did
lots of reading in my effort to understand how the sector
became so established and so mature. (Dr. Sherif, founder,
Resala, 24 August 2006, interview)

Dr. Sherif’s emphasis on size and stature as well as
Resala’s strong focus on youth volunteerism differentiates it from other Islamic charities.18 Resala’s goal is to
create a model that can eventually be exported outside
Egypt and its dreams of achievement correspond with
Khaled’s progress narrative. As Dr. Sherif said, “Look
at all we’ve accomplished in the first six years. What
do you think will happen in the next six years, God
willing? We’ll be even bigger than McDonalds.”
Resala mobilizes the financial support of the upper
middle class and the energy and enthusiasm of the
younger generation to bring a new focus on volunteerism among youth and promote civic engagement.
The organization has rendered volunteerism and community engagement “cool” and visible, it has grown
at an unprecedented rate, and its visibility in public
and privatized spaces contrasts with the mosque-based
character of most charities in Egypt. The organization
has grown from being a Cairo phenomenon to having
a presence in nearly every governorate in the country,
usually in large and impressive buildings residing on 200
to 400 square meters of land (Figure 4). Their size and
visible presence in most social clubs and shopping malls
in Cairo are evidence of their success and their desire
to “scale up” to encompass the nation is emblematic of
other forms of neoliberal development.
Finally, Resala was one of the first organizations to
move da’wa work outside the mosque and into everyday spaces like malls and sporting clubs. In contrast to
the largest Islamic NGOs in Egypt, Resala is mobile—it
brings its resources to the poor (in their neighborhoods)
as opposed to having the poor come to them. As such,
Resala is producing a new geography of giving that
changes spatial relations between the classes and allows
for new spaces of interaction to occur in Egypt.
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Figure 4. Resala branches across Egypt. (Color figure available online.)
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Al-Boraq: High-Tech Development
Al-Boraq was established because the chairman of the
board, a computer executive in his early thirties who
works at IBM, entered a Ministry of Communications
and Technology contest on high-tech development and
won. Al-Boraq used the contest proceeds to launch a development center, a hybrid venture capital investment
company, and an incubator and knowledge academy for
high-tech startup companies. Al-Boraq’s mission is “to
provide the right environment, resources and support
to nurture ideas” for small high-tech startup companies
with “a culture built around high quality, innovation,
and ethics.” Although this sounds more like the startup
business model that rose to fame in the United States
in the 1990s rather than a development organization,
the founders claim to be engaged in development work.
One of the founders, Ahmed, a twenty-one-year-old engineering student at a public university, identified their
organization as developmental:
Yes, we aren’t really addressing the poor, we want to address able people and let them work in the high-tech
industry. Then it will trickle down to the rest of society.
This isn’t just microenterprise, but development, we want
to raise the level of society. (Ahmed, member, Al-Boraq,
3 December 2006, interview)

His statement about poverty is remarkably similar
to those made by the proponents of welfare reform in
the 1980s U.S. context. Their model gives the poor
an opportunity to help themselves rather than provide
them with direct handouts. Rather than work with the
poor directly, they use engineering and the sciences,
industrialization, and productivity to stimulate small
and medium enterprises that will provide employment
to the poor.
The organization’s strong connections with wealthy
businessmen and the corporate sector have shaped their
approach to development. Drawing on the discourse
of corporate social responsibility (CSR) enabled the
organization to raise 1 million LE to support eleven
different projects. The reliance on CSR instead of zakat allows the organization to move beyond the categories of eligible zakat recipients in the Quran and
thus transition charitable monies toward development.
The project also corresponds with one of Khaled’s
dreams, for industry “to have a yearly prize sponsored
by a large businessman or a country for the best industrial invention in the Arab world” (Khaled LM 26).
According to the Al-Boraq Development Center proposal, the idea behind the incubator is to help startup
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companies by providing professional, technical, and financial assistance to further a business’s chances of success. The proposal for the venture capital investment
company and incubator contains a mission statement,
goals, milestones with an operational model, specific
target measures, analysis, tools and activities, sources of
sustainability, and exit criteria, in addition to potential strategic partners and the famous SWOT analysis
(strengths–weaknesses–opportunities–threats) of business school’s analytical toolbox. The organization is
goal-oriented; they aimed for at least 40 percent of the
selected startup projects to be operational and to spin
off at least fifteen successful companies in the first five
years. The organization focuses on business enterprise
and productivity and in the process relies on neoliberal
management science.
In addition to his proclamation that the organization
is developmental, Ahmed also signaled that the group
was faith based. He said that the group had an unspoken agreement that “God was motivating their work.”
He donned all the visible markers of male piety, including a long beard, frequent recitation of Islamic aphorisms, the avoidance of eye contact, and not shaking
hands with women. He spoke knowledgably about the
Brotherhood’s ideology and networking strategies. He
emphasized the importance of religion as a motivation
to “do good” but also was very focused on “benchmarks
and measurements of success.” He described Al-Boraq as
“religious but not antimodern; we are interested in what
works, we believe in the value of secular knowledge.”
Al-Boraq’s combination of faith with a business orientation is illustrative of pious neoliberalism. The members are driven by an unwavering faith and a desire
to please God. They see themselves as entrepreneurs
who combine religiosity with a desire to do something
good for their nation, which fulfills the first goal of the
Life Makers Program, “creating a generation that has
a useful, effective, and dynamic role in their communities.” Al-Boraq members espouse the neoliberal conviction that they can address poverty without working
directly with the poor. Their seamless combination of
the language of neoliberal management science (with
an emphasis on business skills and productivity) with
a proclamation of faith, an unspoken agreement that
their work is for God, is precisely the kind of coupling
that constitutes pious neoliberalism.

Zidny: Human Development Training
Zidny, translated as “give me more,” began as a
group of five young people with jobs in multinational
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corporations (MNCs) who had been through extensive
human development training as part of their professional work and wanted to spread the skills they gained
to youth who had yet to begin their careers. Their offices
are part of the Rabaa Adewaya complex, which includes
the mosque, a ten-story medical center, a meeting room,
a zakat committee, a youth committee, and Zidny. As
one of the largest mosque complexes in Cairo, it is a
key node in the geography of giving in Egypt. Hassan,
a cofounder, told me the organization’s story:
We started about the same time as Life Makers, Resala,
Al-Boraq. It took us about three years to get off the ground
but we found a real niche in human development and
NGO consulting. We came before (Life Makers) by seven
months although we did cosponsor some team-building
activities with them, the first one was an activity with Amr
Khaled. (Hassan, public relations representative, Zidny, 31
October 2006)

Zidny launched its first event in January 2000 and
expected 200 students to attend—the event ended up
with 2,000 attendees. They offer condensed sessions
designed around the summer months, in which youth
usually roam the streets, smoke, hang out with friends,
and watch movies. Their target market is youth seeking MNC employment, college students, and secondary
school students. Their goal is to pass on these skills to
the largest number of youth possible. Demand is highest from female students in public universities studying
engineering, medicine, or business administration, because they do not have the resources in their universities
to support professional development programs. Thus,
responsibilization, a hallmark of neoliberalism, leads individuals to pursue supplemental educational programs
to ensure their success. Zidny is self-sustaining; funding
for the programs comes from attendee fees. In a neoliberal era, NGOs increasingly face pressure to become
financially sustainable via income-generating projects.
Zidny is directly engaged in the goals of the Life
Makers program, to empower youth by giving them
the skills to succeed in a neoliberal world. They offer courses in time management, communication skills,
creative thinking, and business applications. Their instructors are consultants and trainers from the largest
MNC training center in the Middle East who volunteer their time with Zidny. The time management
course includes planning, leadership, and self-learning;
the communications course includes the principles of
emotional intelligence and social metrics; the creative
thinking course provides trainees with a toolkit for problem solving; the final course, business skills, includes
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banking, management skills, financial skills, and working the stock market. The curriculum includes books
such as The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by
Stephen R. Covey (1990), How to Win Friends and Influence Others by Dale Carnegie (1981), Men Are from
Mars, Women Are from Venus by John Grey (1992),
Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More than
IQ by Daniel Goleman (1995), and Michael Porter’s
Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior
Performance (1985).
In interviews, two founding members (Hassan and
Moustafa) each vocalized the influence of Khaled on
their work and the importance of efficient management
skills. Moustafa stated:
the new style of da’wa encourages the civic role of individuals and volunteerism and has had a big influence on
the way people think about charitable work. . . . Look at
Sama,’ Al-Boraq, Zidny, we are all individuals with similar
values working in this vein. (Moustafa, cofounder, Zidny,
6 December 2006, interview)

Both mentioned Amr Khaled and Life Makers several
times and used references from the Life Makers program,
but neither had directly mentioned Islam, so I decided
to ask Hassan if he considered Zidny to be an Islamic
organization. His response indicated a specific scripting
of management science as Islamic:
It seems people don’t see that planning and organizing is
Islamic. That’s the thing about Islamic organizations, they
don’t have an accurate idea of what is Islamic . . . I think
the organizations that are following the traditional Islamic
approach are missing a big opportunity. They aren’t picking up on the learning that can be done from a skills-based
model. And that’s missing Islam . . . I think Amr Khaled
really changed things. Before him there wasn’t this same
space for interpretation. . . . Islam isn’t just about Shar’ia.
We try to be a model of what Islam truly is by implementing what works and doing it well, honestly and in a way
that makes a difference.

In line with Khaled’s management science approach,
Hassan espouses that a strategic and skill-based approach is what it means to be Islamic. Once again,
possession of business skills was scripted as Islamic just
as Khaled has scripted thinking as Islamic: “Thinking
is an Islamic obligation: We are committing a sin if we
do not think, did you know that?” (Khaled LM 16).19
Pious neoliberalism here entails attaching piety to efficiency and professionalism. At the end of our interview
Hassan told me:
I am a firm believer in development over charity. Five to
ten years from now, civil society organizations will play
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an even larger role in society. . . . What we need in the
sector is professionalization. Things are very positive in
many ways, even though we have a long way to go.

Zidny founders strongly believe in the paradigm of
FBD over charity, display a markedly optimistic sense
of the future, and focus on youth development, which
resonates strongly with the first two goals of the Life
Makers program. Finally, their approach, although understatedly faith based, relies on an understanding that
to do something successfully is to do something with
faith. Pious neoliberalism involves a particular assemblage of religion and professionalism.

Conclusion: The Path to Development Is
the Path to Paradise
FBDOs are an expression of pious neoliberalism—a
discourse produced by a new breed of religious leaders
and organizations who combine religion and neoliberalism in a way that encourages individuals to be proactive
and entrepreneurial in the interest of furthering their
relationship to God. The coupling of piety and material
gain is not unique to Islam; it can be generalized to other
religions, although the manifestation varies in relation
to the specific context. Pious neoliberalism draws on a
globalized religious discourse of volunteerism and faith
and combines it with a pervasive emphasis on economic
rationality. The rhetoric of individual responsibility,
proactiveness, self-help, choice, accountability, and so
on resonates across cultures and places as managementspeak has become the retort to the escalation of social
ills. The malleability of the neoliberal project to varying cultural contexts is marked by the success of global
discourses to produce a consensus around shifting responsibility for social ills onto individuals. Holding individuals responsible then moves the gaze away from
state or societal failures and to the inescapable conclusion that failure to succeed in the neoliberal world
is a result of individual shortcomings. This case study
of FBDO in Egypt illustrates the scalar, rooted, and iterative nature of neoliberalism. Neoliberalism diffuses
globally and yet morphs in specific geographic contexts;
to do so it operates through other political projects, including religion.
In Egypt, pious neoliberals narrate a neoliberal Islam, one that draws on a worldwide Islamic revival and
yet offers locally produced solutions to escalating social
problems. The neoliberal Islam narrated in this article
is produced by a particular class and in a particular geographical context. The distinctive character of these
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groups sheds light on the social, political, and cultural
networks in which these organizations are embedded
and highlights the importance of context to the various
iterations of pious neoliberalism. Yet as the empirical
data demonstrate, despite variances across space, there
are strands of similarity in how religion and economy
are scripted in relation to economic rationality. The
FBD discussed in this article produces a neoliberal Islam that modifies both the practices of Islamism and
the practices of neoliberal development.
Their FBD is shaped by an Islamic notion that charity
is a key expression of dedication to God and is shaped
by an equally important neoliberal discourse of self-help
and management science. Although the values of productivity, efficiency, and individual responsibility mesh
with neoliberalism, their motivations are religious and
their orientation is toward the afterlife. Amr Khaled
and the members of these organizations believe that Islamic social values blended with Western efficiencies
constitute the best of both worlds. This blending leaves
neither Islamism nor neoliberalism intact. A neoliberal
Islam entails the removal of two important characteristics of preceding Islamist movements: the tenets of
income distribution and social justice that are strongly
articulated in traditional Islamist circles and the antiWestern political motive and fury that characterizes
many Islamist groups. The participants in FBDO are
inspired by Islam; however, unlike their more traditional counterparts, they endorse a Western model of
economic development and its associated narrative of
progress. Rather than provide handouts to the needy,
they support projects that employ people and turn them
into responsible and entrepreneurial subjects. They use
zakat and sadaqa to fund the FBDOs, which requires
an expansion in the categories of zakat recipients and
an expanded notion of sadaqa that emphasizes the importance of volunteerism. These organizations inspire
volunteerism, emphasize productivity, and expand the
meaning of and spaces for da’wa throughout the city.
Through their work, we can see the emergence of a
narrative that quashes culturalist claims that see Islam
and modernity as antithetical. Thus, a space of compatibility emerges between Islam and neoliberalism, a
space that is increasingly visible throughout Cairo. This
narrative of Islam is not an alternative to neoliberalism
but is an iterative and contingent form of neoliberalism
that demonstrates the dialectic relationship between
religion and neoliberalism and the way it attaches to
other political projects.
Each FBDO discussed in this article exposes a specific iteration of neoliberal Islam. Resala marshals the
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financial support of the upper middle class and the
efforts of youth, rearticulating the importance of volunteerism by linking it to the cultivation of one’s relationship with God as well as tangible awards in their
current life. Al-Boraq works to stimulate entrepreneurship in the knowledge economy, arguing that a focus on
industrial ethics and innovation are important components of a neoliberal Islam. Zidny combines an emphasis on skills, specifically business skills and management
science, as part and parcel of what it means to be an Islamic organization. These groups promote various scales
of responsibility as individuals become self-optimizing
for themselves, in the interest of the nation, and to
strengthen their relationship with God.
FBDOs have also contributed to a new geography of
Islam in Egypt, as da’wa activity has expanded outside of
formal religious spaces and into everyday spaces. FBDOs
are much more mobile than Islamic charities, as they
move da’wa and social service provision into otherwise
isolated neighborhoods. The growth of the da’wa movement has spatial ramifications, as activities previously
constrained to mosques have moved into other spheres
of cosmopolitan Cairo. In addition, FBDOs have important consequences for the pathways of development
and change; in Cairo it has changed the spatial divide
between rich and poor, with more upper-middle-class
volunteers venturing into informal settlements. It has
also led to the formation of NGO clusters and the inclusion of faith-based messages in spaces of consumption.
Thus, FBD is part of an Islamic revival that carves out
religious spaces in a somewhat secular nation.
A new geography of Islam has also figuratively altered
space, as the FBDOs shifted many youth attitudes toward pious neoliberal ways of thinking and being (much
like the project of secular project of development but
this time in the name of Islam). These organizations,
regardless of their size and number, have become key
spaces where pious middle- and upper-middle-class
Egyptian youth articulate their religiosity and express
their social values. Fostering private businesses, promoting entrepreneurial subjectivity, and skill upgrading
for the poor have become Islamic and neoliberal modes
of being. Voluntary organizations play a key role in the
expansion of neoliberalism and Islamism simultaneously; it is a meeting of a professionalized development
industry and a religious revival. This neoliberal Islam
emphasizes self-optimization and the cultivation of
productive and entrepreneurial subjects. This study
makes an important contribution to our understanding
of “actually existing” neoliberalism by examining a
context-specific manifestation of neoliberalism that
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highlights the compatibility between religious and
economic logics and offers the term pious neoliberalism
to describe this iteration. FBDOs are an international
phenomenon, and pious neoliberalism, whether
evangelical or Islamic, encourages individuals to reflect
inward and to be proactive and entrepreneurial in the
interest of furthering their relationship to God because
“this is a way to paradise” (Khaled LM 26).
Postscript
The 25 January 2011 uprising in Egypt took place after this article had already gone into production. My
interlocutors’ subjectivities challenge existing norms
about religion and secularity, liberal and illiberal governments, ideology, and expertise. Pious neoliberalism
plays a significant role in the post-Mubarak era.
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Notes
1. See http://www.ameinfo.com/147875.html.
2. See http://www.arabwashingtonian.org/english/article.
php?issue = 22andarticleID = 946.
3. Scholars of the Global North favor the term FBO,
whereas those studying the Global South use the term
FBD. I use the term FBDO as a melding of these two and
define it following Clarke and Jennings’s (2008) definition of an FBO as an organization “that derives inspiration and guidance for its activities from the teaching and
principles of the faith or from a particular interpretation
or school of thought within a faith” (6).
4. Geographical contributions to development studies have
been vast and go beyond the scope of this article, but they
have tended to ignore religious-based NGOs in favor of
secular ones.
5. Clarke and Jennings’s (2008) edited volume includes
three chapters on Islamic FBOs, two of which are focused
on the Middle East (Clark 2008; Harb 2008; Kroessin
and Mohamed 2008). These scholars highlight how the
work of Islamic organizations is not fundamentally distinct from their Western counterparts.
6. FBDOs also have a complex relationship with modernity, as they draw on elements of tradition derived from
religion while drawing on modernity narratives produced
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Atia
by the project of development. FBD exemplifies the coupling of religion and modernity because development
itself is a decidedly modern project. Due to space considerations, I have chosen not to engage with the immense
literature on multiple modernities.
The literature on evangelism and neoliberalism (Hackworth 2007; Roca 2007; Elisha 2008; Mian 2008) has
been more attuned to FBD than the literature on
Islam.
All research was conducted with approval of the
University of Washington Institutional Review Board
and a research permit from the Egyptian Ministry
of Higher Education. I performed semistructured interviews with Islamic scholars, NGO administrators, local volunteers, ministerial staff, bankers, and
philanthropists.
The interviews were by and large conducted in Arabic and were not recorded due to in-country restrictions
dictated through the Fulbright Commission in Egypt.
Instead I transcribed verbatim on-site during the interviews, using simultaneous translation and transliteration. I use quotations despite the fact that these are
not the word-for-word replications of what was said in
the interviews. The language in these quotations is my
best approximation of what was actually said, but I acknowledge the usual issues that translation and lack of
transcription pose. At the request of organizations, I use
their actual names, but I employ pseudonyms for all individual interviewees to protect their identities (with the
exception of Dr. Sherif, whose quotes come largely from
his public speeches).
In terms of scholarly work on Khaled, Winegar (2008)
argued that Khaled emphasized the importance of art
and culture as part of religiosity, and Moll (2010) analyzed Khaled as the forefather of Islamic televangelism,
discussing the importance of media to the promotion of
a modern Islam.
Reasons for Egyptian citizen dissatisfaction with their
government include a lack of political freedom (including the right to criticize Mubarak, restrictions on political parties, human rights abuses, surveillance, and
security policies), the government’s cooperation with
Israel and the United States, and widespread corruption
(Ibrahim 2002; Dunne 2003).
Zakat (alms) is one of the five pillars of Islam and is used
to support the eight categories of zakat recipients as outlined in the Quran, Surah 9, Verse 60: “Alms are for the
poor and the needy, and those employed to administer
the (funds); for those whose hearts have been (recently)
reconciled (to Truth); for those in bondage and in debt;
in the cause of Allah; and for the wayfarer: (thus is it)
ordained by Allah, and Allah is full of knowledge and
wisdom” (Yousef Ali translation).
According to http://www.alexa.com, http://www.
amrkhaled.net has had more reach (number of views) and a higher global rank than
http://www.oprah.com since March 2004. In addition, http://www.amrkhaled.net had a ranking of
1,252 globally (this includes e-mail sites and transnational corporation sites) and forty-ninth in Egypt
(http://www.alexa.com, last accessed 22 July 2007).
Nahda literally means awakening in Arabic but is used to
refer to an Islamic renaissance. The term is traditionally

15.

16.

17.
18.
19.

traced to the nineteenth century when Rifa’ Al-Tahtawi
and subsequently Jamal al-din Al-Afghani used the term.
Al-Afghani is considered one of the most influential
figures in the ideology of the MB.
Weber (1992) discussed the idea of productive time
and the desire to make use of every minute. There are
startling similarities between the rhetoric of neoliberal
Islamism and Weber’s analysis of the Protestant ethic in
relation to “productive” capitalism.
In the first episode of Life Makers, Khaled compares
Arab countries to other “underdeveloped” countries and
Western countries, using statistics that measure illiteracy, average yearly income per citizen, patents, number
of engineers working in research and development, number of daily newspapers, numbers of translated books, and
computer usage.
In 2006 the exchange rate was US$1 = 5.74 LE.
Historically, volunteers in Islamic charities are retirees
or homemakers.
The emphasis on thinking as religious practice is also
present in Weber’s discussion of the Protestant ethic:
“Inactive contemplation is also valueless, or even directly reprehensible if it is at the expense of one’s daily
work. For it is less pleasing to God than the active performance of His will in a calling.”
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